ABSTRACT Velocity probability density functions (PDFs) are calculated using data from subsurface current meters in the western North Atlantic Ocean. The PDFs are weakly, but significantly, non-Gaussian. They deviate from normality because of an excess of energetic events, and there are evidently more such events in the main thermocline than in the deep ocean. The PDFs are also compared with those obtained from subsurface floats in the same region. The PDFs are statistically indistinguishable so long as the float data are averaged in appropriately sized bins. Taking too-small bins yields overly Gaussian float PDFs, and taking too-large bins yields too-non-Gaussian PDFs. With this caveat, the Lagrangian and Eulerian PDFs agree, consistent with expectations from theory and previous numerical simulations.
Introduction
A key question in statistical analysis is whether a dataset has a "normal" distribution. The distribution, a normalized histogram, represents the probability of certain values of the data occurring. A normal probability distribution function (PDF) has a Gaussian shape; for example, for velocities:
where and ͗u͘ are the sample variance and mean and where the amplitude ensures that the sum of probabilities is 1. With normally distributed data, all of the statistical moments are known if one knows the mean and variance (e.g., Mandel 1984) . When do we expect data to be normally distributed? Imagine that one has several time series that can be split into smaller, independent sections (e.g., several multiyear velocity records in a region with a 5-day integral time scale). The central limit theorem states that, if these subsamples have noninfinite variance, their sum will have a Gaussian distribution provided the number of subsamples is large. Moreover, the mean and variance of the sum will equal the averages of the means and variances of the subsamples.
But how many samples are required? The number can vary greatly depending on the data. A relevant example is that of the velocities induced by a set of point vortices (Jimenez 1996; Min et al. 1996; Weiss et al. 1998; Bracco et al. 2000b) . Because a point vortex has a velocity that decays inversely with distance from its center, the velocity PDF due to a single vortex is nonGaussian (it decays as u Ϫ3 ). But with many vortices, the velocity at most points in the domain represents a superposition of velocities due to different vortices. Thus the "large sum" criterion of the central limit theorem applies at those points. But near individual vortices, where the velocity is dominated by one vortex, the criterion is violated. As such, the combined velocity PDF from all points in the domain approaches a Gaussian as the density of vortices increases. However, the approach is logarithmically slow, meaning that with most plausible densities of vortices the PDF is non-Gaussian. The PDF deviates primarily in the "wings" of the distribution, reflecting an excess of large velocities (from the regions near the vortices).
The same comments apply to the velocity PDF deduced from Lagrangian observations. The Lagrangian PDF exhibits extended wings because of particles swirling rapidly around vortices. Furthermore, as long as the particles and fixed observers are uniformly distributed, the Eulerian and Lagrangian PDFs should be the same.
1 The point vortex system is highly idealized, but nearly identical aspects (equivalent and non-Gaussian Eulerian/Lagrangian PDFs) are found in freely decaying 2D turbulence (Bracco et al. 2000b ) and in highresolution ocean models (Bracco et al. 2003) .
The PDF wings reflect low-probability events, and one may wonder whether such deviations are important. But the wings represent large velocities, even though infrequent. An example is the frequency of hurricanes: assuming a normal distribution, one might expect a force-5 hurricane in a certain region, say, every 100 years; but a distribution with extended wings might imply a 5-yr period. In the ocean, the longevity of oil rigs and current-meter moorings depends as much, or more, on extreme currents than on the standard deviations.
The velocity PDFs in the ocean are currently an unsettled issue, possibly because they have been calculated from different types of data. Using historical subsurface float data from the North Atlantic Ocean, Bracco et al. (2000a, BLP hereinafter) calculated PDFs that were very similar to that due to a field of vortices, that is, nearly Gaussian in the center but with extended wings. These non-Gaussian PDFs were nearly ubiquitous, occurring in both shallow and deep water and in the western and eastern subtropics. Only in the Tropics were the distributions not significantly different from Gaussian.
2 Swenson and Niiler (1996) and Maurizi et al. (2004) found similarly non-Gaussian PDFs using surface drifter data off the coast of California and in the Adriatic Sea, respectively.
But a different picture emerges from satellite data. Gille and Llewellyn-Smith (2000) used altimeter data to derive geostrophic velocities at the ocean surface over the globe and concluded that the (Eulerian) velocity PDFs were Gaussian in most regions. Only near boundary currents did the PDFs appear to be nonnormal. The authors suggested that the non-Gaussian Lagrangian PDFs may have been caused by the large-scale gradients in mean eddy kinetic energy. Specifically, if the local Eulerian velocities are normally distributed but the variance is spatially inhomogeneous, a drifting instrument will display similarly inhomogeneous statistics.
The latter problem is a familiar one in Lagrangian analysis, and generally one must compensate for inhomogeneity when calculating statistics (e.g., Davis 1991) . The usual approach is to group drifter velocities into geographical bins and then to de-mean and normalize the velocities using the local means and standard deviations. Then the normalized velocities are recombined to produce a single PDF. BLP and Maurizi et al. (2004) calculated their PDFs in this way. However, the choice of bin size is subjective; if too large, the standard deviation used to normalize the data is not representative of all the velocities and, if too small, the resulting PDF is also degraded.
3 The optimal bin size lies somewhere in between and moreover depends on the data density. But a rigorous method for determining the correct size does not exist. Some have argued simply that smaller is better (Zhang et al. 2001) .
Of course, both float and satellite data could conceivably misrepresent the actual Eulerian velocity distributions. The satellite-inferred velocities could be marred by surface effects not related to the underlying currents and the Lagrangian data by lateral inhomogeneities, as noted. The best approach would be to examine actual Eulerian data; this is the present goal. Hereinafter we examine velocity PDFs from a large collection of subsurface current-meter moorings from the northwest Atlantic. It turns out that the results are adequate to characterize the velocity distributions with statistical certainty. In addition, we compare the PDFs with those obtained from floats in the same region. Along the way, we consider how one tests the significance of deviations from normality, and what the optimal choice of bins is for averaging Lagrangian velocities.
Data
We examine data from the western North Atlantic. The data come from two sources: the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) current-meter archive, maintained at Oregon State University, and the "Buoy Group" archive at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. From these, we extracted records from two nominal depths, 500 and 4000 m. For the former, we used all instruments in the range of 300-700 m, and for the latter all from 3000 to 4500 m. We also used only records from moorings in water deeper than 2000 m; this was to avoid current anisotropies present over the continental shelf and slope. The positions of the shallow and deep moorings are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
In addition, we discarded records shorter than 100 days and then removed the initial and final 20 days from the remaining records (strong velocities were ob-served in several instances near the end of the records, possibly suggestive of mooring failure). Most of the data had been quality controlled previously, but we rechecked each record; questionable records (e.g., with long periods of zero velocity) were discarded. All records were low-pass filtered, if necessary, to produce daily velocities. Many of the Buoy Group records were already smoothed. 4 Each record was de-meaned and normalized by its standard deviation to compensate for regional variations in eddy kinetic energy. Then all records were combined, at the two depths. The combined datasets thus had zero means and unit standard deviations. Because of a paucity of data in the eastern and tropical Atlantic, we could not examine those regions separately (as we did with the float data; BLP). The distributions were calculated and then compared with Gaussian curves using goodness-of-fit tests.
We will also compare the current-meter PDFs with those obtained using subsurface float data from the western North Atlantic. The latter include the data analyzed by BLP and additional data, primarily from the Atlantic Circulation and Climate Experiment (ACCE) (Bower et al. 2000) . The float data have also been quality controlled and filtered to produce daily velocities; the data themselves are available at the WOCE Subsurface Float Data Assembly Center at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. We separated the floats into two depths, above and below 1000-m depth. The data were then processed as described earlier (by averaging the daily velocities in geographical bins, de-meaning and normalizing them by the local mean and standard deviation, and then recombining them to produce a single PDF for the region). The bin size was varied, and the results of that variation are discussed hereinafter.
Goodness-of-fit tests
An empirical PDF generally differs from known curves (e.g., a Gaussian). The important question is whether the differences are significant, given the number of independent samples. The so-called goodness-offit tests are the means by which one can assess these deviations (D'Agostino and Stephens 1986). We will use three hereinafter.
The first, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, is what is known as an "extremum test," being based on the largest discrepancy between two PDFs. To use the K-S test, one integrates the empirical PDF (in our case for the velocity) to produce a cumulative density function (CDF), as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The CDF indicates the probability that an observed velocity is less than a given value (thus the CDF asymptotically approaches 1.0). The empirical CDF is then differenced with a comparison CDF (e.g., an integrated Gaussian) and the maximum deviation is found; specifically:
͑2͒ where F n (u) and F(u) are the empirical and test CDFs. The K-S test evaluates the probability that the two distributions are the same, given D and the number of degrees of freedom. One advantage of the K-S test is that there is an analytic relation for assessing this probability; because of this, the K-S test can be used with any two CDFs, including two empirical CDFs. The K-S test was used both by Swenson and Niiler (1996) and BLP for comparisons with a Gaussian.
One aspect of the K-S test is that it is less sensitive to deviations in the wings of the PDFs than in the centers. Our second test, the Anderson-Darling (A-D) test, is equally sensitive across the range of velocities. This is a "quadratic" test, involving the integrated square deviation between two CDFs (rather than the maximum deviation). Its test statistic is defined:
, yields equal weighting across the range of velocities.
Unfortunately there is no analytical expression for evaluating the probability of deviations for the A-D test. There are, instead, tables of probabilities for comparisons with certain distributions (like the Gaussian). So this test cannot be used to compare two empirical CDFs.
In addition, we also use the Jarque-Bera (J-B) test for comparison with a Gaussian (Judge et al. 1985) . This is designed specifically for testing the normality of data with an unknown mean or variance. It is based on the sample skewness and kurtosis 5 and is also more sensitive to wing deviations than the K-S test. Like the A-D test, it cannot be used with two empirical PDFs.
Thus we will use three statistical tests to compare the current-meter PDFs with a Gaussian: the KolmolgorovSmirnov test, the Anderson-Darling test, and the Jarque-Bera test. Then we will use the K-S test to compare the current meter and subsurface float PDFs. The K-S test is not ideally suited for detecting deviations in the wings of the PDFs, but we lack a goodness-of-fit test that is weighted like the A-D test and can be applied to two empirical CDFs.
Results
The PDFs from the various sets are shown in described below) . The results of the goodness-of-fit tests are tabulated in Table 1 . To apply these tests, we must take into account that the daily velocities are not statistically independent. To correct for this, we determine the integral time scale (by integrating the mean of the normalized velocity autocorrelation) and reduce the number of degrees of freedom by 2 times that number. The significance for the K-S test can be determined by a formula, as noted, and the reduced degrees of freedom is easily accommodated. This is not true with the A-D and J-B tests, so we apply those tests to records subsampled once every integral time.
a. Current meters
The PDFs for the combined velocity records at 500-m depth are indicated in Fig. 4 . The integral time is about 10 days, 6 so the 62 540 days of data correspond to about 3000 degrees of freedom. The distributions are weakly non-Gaussian and are not greatly different in the two directions. They are nearly Gaussian in the centers but exhibit an excess of strong velocities in the wings. The velocity kurtosis is 3.6 and 3.4 in the zonal and meridional directions, somewhat larger than the Gaussian value of 3. The distributions moreover are not significantly skewed.
The A-D test against the standard normal distribution yields deviations, defined as A 2 , of 2.7 and 1.6 for the zonal and meridional velocity PDFs, respectively (Table 1) . A value of 1.035 implies rejection of the null hypothesis (that the distributions are Gaussian) with 99% confidence (D'Agostino and Stephens 1986). The Jarque-Bera test also indicates rejection of the null hypothesis at the 99% level in both directions (with probabilities on the order of 10 Ϫ10 ). The K-S test, on the other hand, yields probabilities (that the PDFs are The integral time at this depth is slightly less, roughly 7.5 days, so there are roughly 5400 degrees of freedom. As with the shallower PDFs, we observe deviations from Gaussianity primarily in the wings, but the deviations are less pronounced than at 500 m. Correspondingly, the kurtoses (3.1, 3.3) are nearer to Gaussian. The goodness-of-fit tests yield similar results to those with the shallower records. The A-D and J-B tests imply rejection of the null hypothesis at the 99% level, but the K-S test yields larger probabilities (0.26 and 0.14).
Thus the current-meter PDFs are weakly but significantly non-Gaussian by two of the three tests used. The K-S test could not rule out a Gaussian distribution, presumably because it is less sensitive in the PDF wings. The latter indicate an excess of energetic events and there are evidently more such events at the shallow level than at depth. Next we consider whether the current-meter PDFs are different from those obtained with floats.
b. Comparison with floats
The PDFs for the zonal and meridional velocities inerred from the floats in the upper 1000 m of the western North Atlantic are shown in Fig. 6 . For this case, the velocities were normalized using 1°bins. There are only 39 770 days of data in the set, but, because the Lagrangian integral time scale is shorter, 7 about 5 days, there are still nearly 4000 degrees of freedom.
As in BLP, the float PDFs are weakly non-Gaussian, with kurtoses of 3.7 in both directions. The A-D statistics (using every fifth datum) are 8.9 and 5.4 in the zonal and meridional directions, indicating rejection of the null hypothesis at the 99% level. The J-B test likewise indicates rejecting the null hypothesis at the 99% level, in both directions. But in addition, the K-S test yields probabilities of 5.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 and 0.003. So, the float PDFs in the shallow western Atlantic would be rejected as Gaussian using all three tests.
The PDFs from the deeper floats are shown in Fig. 7 . There are fewer floats in this set, but the records are longer; with a Lagrangian time scale of about 7.5 days, there are roughly 3400 degrees of freedom. As with the deeper current meters, the deep float PDFs are weakly non-Gaussian, but with smaller deviations in the wings than near the surface. The kurtoses are 3.5 and 3.2. The mean A-D test suggests that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 95% level only in the zonal direction. The J-B test suggests rejection of the null hypothesis in both directions, but the zonal velocities are less normal. The K-S test, with probabilities of 0.22 and 0.53, cannot rule out Gaussianity. The deep float PDFs are thus marginally more Gaussian than the shallow ones. Probability distribution functions are shown for the shallow floats and deep floats, respectively, in Figs. 8 and 9 .
The float PDFs, using 1°bins, appear slightly less Gaussian than the current-meter PDFs. But are they significantly different? The current-meter and float PDFs from the shallow western Atlantic are overlaid in Fig. 10 . The PDFs from the two sets have very similar shapes, with approximately Gaussian centers and extended wings. Using the K-S test to compare the empirical PDFs, we obtain probabilities of about 0.6 and 0.7 in the zonal and meridional distributions (Table 1) . 8 So the distributions are likely the same. Recall the K-S test allowed us to reject the null hypothesis that the TABLE 1. The results of the goodness-of-fit tests for the various datasets; CM indicates current meter, and FL indicates float. The third column indicates the degrees of freedom; the fourth column indicates the kurtoses. For the current meter-float comparison, we use the geometric mean of the individual degrees of freedom (Press et al. 1992) . The fifth column lists the Anderson-Darling statistic; values greater than 1.035 indicate rejection of the null hypothesis at the 99% level. The sixth column shows probabilities from the Jarque-Bera test; the seventh column shows those from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Only the latter test is used for comparing the floats and current meters.
Dataset
Depth ( As noted, the K-S test is less sensitive to deviations in the wings. Were the float and meter PDFs to differ there, the K-S test would be less likely to detect it. We require something like the A-D or J-B test to use with empirical distributions to say whether the difference is significant. In any case, the kurtoses indicate somewhat more extreme events in the float data.
The float PDFs depend on the size of the bins used to normalize the float velocities, as noted earlier. But with the current-meter data, we have a means of testing which bin size is optimal. Shown in Fig. 12 are the K-S statistics for various bin sizes, as well as the float kurtoses and the average number of realizations in the bins.
9 As the bin size is decreased, the average number of velocities in the bins falls and the kurtosis also decreases. The K-S statistic falls for both small and large bins, indicating larger discrepancies between the meter and float PDFs; the small bin PDFs are too Gaussian and the large bin PDFs are too non-Gaussian. The optimal choice appears to be between 3 ⁄4°and 1°.
Of course, the optimal bin size is a function of the density of float data. Had we had many more realizations in the bins on average (a larger ϽNϾ), we could have used smaller boxes. With the present dataset, one cannot use bins smaller than 1 ⁄2°or equivalently bins with N Ͻ 25, roughly. Interestingly, if we discard bins with fewer than 25 realizations, the float kurtoses actually increase somewhat as the bin size decreases; however, the total degrees of freedom decreases too, making the regional PDFs noisier. BLP and Bracco et al. (2003) also discuss the statistical problems associated with using too-small bins for averaging, and the present results support them. The results however are clearly at odds with the suggestion that one should use the smallest bin possible. 9 In this calculation, we reject bins with fewer than five realizations, or equivalently one degree of freedom. 
Summary and discussion
We have calculated velocity probability density functions from subsurface current-meter moorings in the western North Atlantic. The PDFs are weakly, though significantly, non-Gaussian. They deviate from normality because of an excess of energetic events, and we deduce more such events in the main thermocline than in the deep ocean.
We also compared the PDFs with those obtained from subsurface floats in the same region. The PDFs are statistically indistinguishable so long as the float data are averaged in appropriately sized bins. Taking too-small bins yields overly Gaussian float PDFs, and taking too-large bins yields too-non-Gaussian PDFs. Thus Lagrangian and Eulerian measurements agree, consistent with previous findings in 2D turbulence simulations (e.g., Bracco et al. 2000a,b) .
The extreme events typically have a duration of a few days, comparable to the integral time scale. It is the same situation in 2D turbulence, where the extreme events are usually caused by coherent vortices. In the ocean, coherent features like jets could also be responsible for the extreme events. There is evidently a higher incidence of such features at shallow depths than in the abyss.
The (minor) difference between the shallow and deep velocity PDFs was not detected previously with the float data (BLP). This may stem from the smaller number of degrees of freedom for the deep floats or from BLP having used slightly too large bins (we used 2°bins, primarily). The deep current-meter set, which does not suffer from the binning dilemma, permits us to see a difference more clearly.
Why did Gille and Llewellyn-Smith (2000) not detect the deviations from Gaussianity with satellite data? As noted, one possibility is that surface phenomena adversely affect the velocity PDFs.
10 Another possibility, however, is that they had too few degrees of freedom. In calculating their PDFs, they sampled velocities in 2.5°square bins using about 5 years of Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) data. From our results, such a bin size ought to yield non-Gaussian PDFs. But with an integral time of roughly 10 days, 5 years yields only about 200 degrees of freedom. The present datasets (when recombined over the western region) have more than 3000 degrees of freedom. Because the extreme events are infrequent, one requires long time series for a definitive identification.
In many applications, we assume the oceanic velocities are normally distributed; this includes the conversion of Lagrangian velocities into Eulerian ones (Davis 1991) and the use of diffusive parameterizations for eddy mixing. Though we have stressed that the velocity PDFs are non-Gaussian, they are not greatly so. And because such constructs as Davis's require only that the PDFs be nearly but not exactly Gaussian, the present situation could indeed be worse. 10 Among such effects are atmospheric correction errors, erroneous tidal corrections, instrumental error, and land and/or sea ice contamination. Such potential errors prompted the authors to discard outliers in generating their PDFs (S. T. Gille 2004, personal communication 
